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FLEXIBLE WORKSPACES HAVE ARRIVED

The Sliding Door Company creates flexible 

workspaces with interior glass doors, room 

dividers and office partitions. But we don’t 

stop at commercial offices. Our products 

can be found in hotels, restaurants, retail 

stores, apartment complexes, gyms, spas, 

hospitals, government centers, museums, 

and schools all over the world.

Choose from our sliders, swing doors, fixed 

glass walls, partitions, pocket doors, barn 

doors, bi-fold systems and even suspended 

doors with no bottom track. We proudly 

manufacture all of our state-of-the-art 

The Sliding Door Company has been solving 
space planning challenges since 2005. 

interior glass door solutions with precise 

craftsmanship in our own factory, delivering 

direct to you with top-notch service. 

Our patented design, specified by 

architects throughout North America (US 

Patent #7,647,729), provides both form and 

function with endless options to capture 

your desired outcome.  

OUR PROMISE TO YOU: To build interior 

door solutions specifically to meet your 

project’s requirements with sustainable 

quality you can rely on.

With the current rise in hybrid work 

environments, today’s offices and 

coworking spaces need to be as 

efficient and flexible as possible.

Transform your space with a wide 

assortment of creative configurations 

and varying glass opacities for 

privacy, all designed to create a more 

functional environment. 

Select everything from simple office 

fronts to sliding glass conference 

room doors that can double as dry 

erase boards. Master key your offices 

to the building store front and provide 

ADA-compliant accessories to all 

occupants of the space. 

Safety and quality are always 

built into every single panel with 

meticulous attention to each client’s 

unique project requirements. We look 

forward to working closely with you 

on your next project.
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Coworking spaces are rapidly expanding 

and ever-changing. Creating an inspiring 

environment where people can work and 

thrive is our specialty. 

Utilize sliding glass doors - instead of 

drywall - to maintain natural light, which 

boosts mood and productivity. Organize 

wide-open office floor plans into function-

specific work areas. Foster creativity, 

teamwork and collaboration between 

cross-functional teams as you optimize 

every inch of available space. 

Catering to our coworking client’s specific 

project specs while providing unmatched 

quality and service is how we build 

relationships and earn repeat business. 

COWORKING SPACES CONFERENCE ROOMS & MEETING SPACES
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Open air QUBIGLASS® solutions 
allow occupants to share lighting, 
heating and air conditioning which 
saves energy costs year over year.

Photo of our product shown at PDA Engineers.
Ehdaie / Gandara Architects

INTRODUCING QUBIGLASS®

This innovation office solution, aptly named 

QUBIGLASS®, is just one of the reasons 

architects choose The Sliding Door Company 

over the rest. QUBIGLASS®  is the creation of 

office cubicles by strategically combining our 

industry-leading glass products. For example, 

pair sliding doors with fixed panels to create 

a lockable L-shape or U-shape office -  no 

drywall or construction needed. Whether you 

are designing a new office or renovating your 

current one, the possibilities are limitless. Turn 

that empty floor plan into organized rows of 

impressive custom glass workstations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu02w3vjimQ
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Maximize the floor plan with our sliding, 

stacking and stationary glass door 

solutions with no major construction. 

Add value to residential developments, 

condos, lofts and apartments with 

incredible style, functionality and the 

best lead time in the industry. From 

closet doors to room dividers, we 

have you covered. So does our 10-year 

limited warranty. 

Virtually maintenance-free, our 

uniquely designed products are made 

of the most robust materials and 

contribute to up to 14 LEED points. ADA 

compliant accessories are available 

along with a master key option.    

You can even create an extra room 

within an open space with no 

demolition or construction. That means 

a fast return on your investment.

Room Dividers, Home Offices, Closet Doors and more

MULTI-UNIT PROPERTIES
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Serving Hotels, Casinos, Restaurants, Spa Resorts, Cruises, 
Business Centers and Admin Offices

Delivering 5-star flexibility for guest 

rooms, lobbies, restaurants, spas and 

business centers is one of our specialties.  

The variety of sliding, swinging, stacking 

or stationary glass partitions cater to a 

patron’s evolving needs.  

Developers and managers love the 

uplifting environment that maximizes 

natural light and minimizes costs.   

From hotel closet doors to lobby dividers 

that help control foot traffic during busy 

times, we have you safeguarded.   

Since glass and aluminum keep their 

shape over time, virtually maintenance-

free care is all that is needed.     

Talk about being inspired!  Just talk to 

anyone who has held a meeting in one of 

our glass-enclosed conference rooms or 

business centers.

HOSPITALITY SOLUTIONS
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Prevent cross contamination without sacrificing natural light

Making the trip to the doctor’s office, urgent care, 

hospital or clinic a little more uplifting is important 

to us.  From lobbies to patient rooms, our turnkey 

solutions will boost morale throughout the process. 

Visual privacy and a way to stop unwanted foot traffic 

is provided with our interior glass door systems.  Close 

off a space or slide the glass wall over to achieve a 

larger opening whenever you want to.     

Giving passionate care to patients builds rapport 

and creates optimism.  Our space-saving interior 

glass door solutions contribute to a clean, sanitary 

environment, provide natural light and help medical 

professionals give the most comfortable surroundings 

to visitors. 

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
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Our room dividers are practical 

space-saving solutions for privacy, 

aesthetics and curbing foot traffic, 

ideal for conference rooms, gyms, 

retail spaces and restaurants. 

You can create new spaces on 

demand with a nearly silent sliding 

glass room divider. No construction  

or permits needed! 

Choose our flexible open-air 

option, or a floor-to-ceiling style, 

whichever meets your project 

requirements and vision. Both of 

these sensible solutions will be 

fabricated precisely for your space 

with our distinctive sleek frames 

and elegant finishes.  

The light-to-the-touch glide and 

sturdy design of our flexible track 

system comes with options to suit 

your taste. Bottom tracks can be 

installed on top of your flooring, 

ramped or recessed. 

ROOM DIVIDERS

Modern glass partitions maximize 

the space in your office so that it 

makes sense for everyone. For 

example, when employees need a 

break to recharge, make a phone 

call, nurse, or meditate, our glass 

doors (Sliding doors, bi-fold doors, 

fixed panels, or swing doors), can 

create quiet and private rooms - 

with sound reduction and various 

options for opacities and locks.

OFFICE PARTITIONS & PHONE BOOTHS
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Flexibility is always in demand for offices, restaurants, hotels, retail businesses, schools and 

hospitals. Our customizable glass walls can curb foot traffic, provide visual privacy, reduce 

noise and replace drywall for a brighter, sunnier space. 

FIXED PANELS

Our durable swing doors with top 

hinge and bottom pivot are a unique 

deviation from traditional side-hinge 

doors. Choose from a variety of 

glass types, frame finishes, designer 

handles, and locks that can be master 

keyed (even to your store front!) The 

fixed glass panels and transom are 

the perfect companions for the swing 

doors shown here as they allow for 

plenty of natural light to shine through 

while still maintaining privacy with 

locked doors when needed.

SWING DOORS
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Today’s offices and multi-use spaces can benefit from bottomless track door solutions.  With 

your choice of barn doors or suspended systems, the result will be seamless transitions from 

room to room, keeping the area open, functional and stylish. 

SUSPENDED SYSTEMS

Enjoy the flexibility of easy opening for interaction and communication, and the ability to 

close and lock for added security. We provide pass-through windows for healthcare centers, 

waiting rooms, government buildings, school offices and reception areas.

PASS-THROUGH WINDOWS
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Save energy costs with shared lighting, heating, and AC

As a company that serves the entire North American marketplace and with a 

presence in the Philippines, we are super proud to be a part of huge efforts 

towards fabricating, shipping and installing solutions that preserve our 

environment. 

Our products are made primarily of glass and aluminum which are both 

recyclable, reusable, demountable and movable.  

Our distinguished, innovative design and production procedures maintain a 

clean environment from the beginning of the process in our factory all the 

way through installation and use in your space.  Given that our products do 

not require any harsh chemicals for cleaning, we also help preserve indoor air 

quality at all times and keep maintenance to a minimum.   

We give occupants a strong connection to the outdoors as light comes through 

the interior glass panels, which boosts mood, atmosphere and disposition.  Yes, 

you can still achieve visual privacy by selecting more opaque glass type. 

Check out the “open air” solutions that allow sharing of lighting, heating and 

air conditioning so that energy costs can be saved year over year.   Or, if your 

project requires a floor to ceiling solution, we have that too. 

Showcase the style & functionality you need while going the extra mile to 

support the environment… that’s the “wow” factor! 

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS
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GLASS TYPES

Linen Combo Smoked 
Frosted

Smoked  
Clear

Smoked  
Milky

Smoked  
MirrorBlack Mirror

Frosted

Commercial
Frosted Film

Opaque 
Laminated

White 
Laminated

Clear 
Laminated

Clear

Deluxe White

Milky

All glass may look different depending on the project surroundings, amount of natural light, and site conditions. 

Choose your glass opacity:
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Silver

Charcoal

Walnut Wenge

Black White

Black Frame Silver Frame Charcoal Frame

Solo

Duo-T

Trio Quattro

Continental

Duo-TTrio Quattro

FRAME FINISHES DIVIDER DESIGNS

Choose your aluminum frame finish:

We can provide any finish of your choice on orders with a large 

quantity of panels. Ask a sales representative for details.

We can even customize divider designs 

to match your vision.

Choose your design:
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CHOOSE YOUR LAYOUT

Designate a point of entry

Optimize floor space 

Enlarge opening clearance 

Lock if desired 

The possibilities are endless...

4 sliding panels, 2 tracks. Designate 
desired point of entry. 

Layout: Track B, A, A, B. 

4 sliding panels, 4 tracks.  All doors can 
stack, optimizing the opening clearance. 

Layout: Track A, B, C, D 

3 sliding panels, 3 tracks. All doors can 
stack right, left or center for easy access to 

everything inside.  Layout: Track A, B, C 

Make life easier with keyless entry! No need to 

change locks after a contractor leaves. Make sure 

all access to your space is convenient, safe and 

traceable with our options for keyless entrances.

With the Steel Hawk option on a swing door, you 

can easily track one time use or daily employee 

arrivals and departures! We provide the hardware 

including the swing door, the wiring inside, the 

paddle or handle, electrified lock and strike plate 

kit. You provide the number pad and ensure wiring 

connects with your access monitoring system.

To modernize both the swing doors and the sliders 

in your space, install our brand new smartphone-

based access control Keyless Smart Locks. With 

these smart locks, you can unlock the lock with 

your fingerprint, keypad, IC card, smartphone (for 

remote access) or the old fashion way of using a 

mechanical key. Need to access the lock remotely? 

We can provide the Smart Lock Gateway G2 which 

connects to an app on your phone and allows you 

to have that peace of mind.

KEYLESS ENTRY & SMART LOCKS
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SMART TRACKS

PATENTED DESIGN

Interlocking smart tracks allow 

for a variety of configurations 

and can be installed on top of 

flooring, with ramps, or recessed.

ADA compliant 

smart track gives 

you 3 options: 

Regular, Ramped 

and Recessed. RAMPED REGULAR RECESSED

Our patented safety Wheel-To-Track locking 

mechanism (US Patent #7,647,729) features 

a unique sliding clamp device that ensures 

panels will not leave the tracks. 

The 3S Smart Shut System is a soft-close 

damper to ensure safety and quiet closing of 

our sliding doors.

WHEEL-TO-TRACK

SMART SHUT SYSTEMUS Patent #7,647,729
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LOCKS & FIXTURES

U-Lever Locking 
Set

Standard Handle Round Designer 
Handle

Ball Catch

Indent Handle Indent Handle II

Flush Single 
Indent Handle 3

Lateral Latch

Double Extended 
Square Designer 

Handle

Square Designer 
Handle

Flush Handle Flush Double 
Indent Handle 
Blank Canopy

Flush Double 
Indent Handle 

ADA with Blank 
Canopy and 

Safety Handle

Flush Double 
Indent Handle 
ADA with Key 

Lock

Flush Latch ADA 
with Safety Hole

Flush Latch ADA 
with Key Lock

Latch Mechanism 
with 1” Mortise 

Key Cylinder and 
Thumbturn for 

Sliders

Sliding Door 
Mortise Latch 

ADA

Slide Bolt (Flush) Pull

Sliding Hook 
Latch ADA

Residential Lever 
with Privacy Lock

Latch Mechanism 
with 1” Mortise 

Key Cylinder and 
Thumbturn for Swing 

Doors - U Lever

Latch Mechanism 
with 1” Mortise 

Key Cylinder and 
Thumbturn for 
Swing Doors

Lever Handle Inactive Lever 
Handle

Lever Locking 
Set ADA

Steel Hawk 4300 Steel Hawk 
Paddle

Keyless Smart 
Locks

Various options to cater to your needs. Various finishes to match your aesthetic.
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Call us for your free consultation
888.988.5033

Find a showroom near you and come visit us

slidingdoorco.com  

Customer Service

 818.534.2344

We’re proud to 

use recyclable and 

environmentally 

friendly materials.

Member of USGBC.

We can contribute to 

a total of 14 possible 

LEED points.

Our designs are built to 

last. That’s why we back 

them with a 10-year 

limited warranty.

WEST COAST 
CHATSWORTH 
20235 Bahama St. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
t 818 997 7855

COSTA MESA
3323 Hyland Ave. Unit G-2
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
t 714 754 7010

CULVER CITY
8684 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232
t 424 298 8209

PASADENA
2614 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
t 626 689 2200

PHOENIX
14891 N. Northsight Blvd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
t 480 887 8720

SAN DIEGO
2210 4th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
t 619 692 1294

SAN FRANCISCO
680 8th St., Suite #163
San Francisco, CA 94103
t 415 626 2622

SEATTLE
5963 Corson Ave. S #102
Seattle, WA 98108
t 206 467 1869

MIDDLE U.S.
CHICAGO
306 W Erie St., Suite 120
Chicago, IL 60654
t 312 494 9494 

DENVER
601 S. Broadway, Unit Y
Denver, CO 80209
t 303 744 0489

AUSTIN
6555 Burnet Rd., Suite 500
Austin, TX 78757
t 713 850 0707

EAST COAST
ATLANTA
1737 Ellsworth Industrial Dr., 
Suite C-1
Atlanta, GA 30318
t 770 988 4733

FORT LAUDERDALE
913 NE 4th Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
t 954 923 5252

NEW YORK
155 West 21st St.
New York, NY 10011
t 212 213 9350 

WASHINGTON D.C.
2127 14th NW
Washington, DC 20009
t 202 588 8840

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE
Spenard Builders Supply
4412 Lois Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99517
t 907 261 9280
Authorized Distributor

PACIFIC
HONOLULU
4211 Waialae Ave. #1040
Kahala Mall
(Inside California Closets)
Honolulu, HI 96816
t 808 529 1580  
 

CANADA
TORONTO
1146 Castlefield Avenue
Toronto, ON M6B 1E9
t 416 637 4620

PHILIPPINES
MANILA
Sliding Doors Asia Pacific, Inc. 
(SDAPI)
Unit 20, 2F, Two Maridien 26th 
Street Corner 9th Ave 
Bonifacio Global City, Taguig, 
1634, Philippines
t +632 7617 6882
c +63 917 720 1032
www.slidingdoor.com.ph

THE SLIDING DOOR COMPANY

888.988.5033

SHOWROOMSGET IN TOUCH

It’s a privilege to serve you.

Visit slidingdoorco.com for the latest updates


